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1. Tick √

the correct answer :

a. _________________ keys are used to type words.
i.
Shift
ii.

Function

iii. Alphabet
b.

________________ program is used to type in computer.
i.
Notepad
ii.

Calculator

ii.

Mouse

c. _______________ program is used to do calculation.
i
Calculator
ii. WordPad
iii. Notepad

d. __________ is a circular-shaped disc..
i. Pen Drive
ii.

Hard Disk

iii. CD-ROM

e. A __________________ is fixed in the CPU.
i.
Hard disk
ii.

CD-ROM

iii.

Pen Drive

2. Rearrange the jumbled words:
a.

_ _______________

S P E C A R BA

b. _ ____________
c.
d.
e.

P N E E D I R V__________________
E
___________________
HRDADIREV
NTEODPA
______________
____________
C L A U C A L R T ___________________
O

3. Fill in the blanks with the help of the following key words:

Spacebar

Cursor

Calculation Pendrive

Input

a. Calculator is used to do ___________________.
b. A ________________ is also called flash drive.
c. _________________ is the longest key in the keyboard .
d. Keyboard is an example of an __________________ device.
e. In Notepad, the blinking line is known as _______________.
4. Write ‘T’ for True and ‘F’ for false statements:
a. Polygon tool is used to draw triangles .
b. You can do addition in calculator.

c. You cannot type text in MS Paint.

d. Hard disk is one of the main storage
device to store data.
e. There are 10 alphabet keys in keyboard.
5. Answer the following questions:
a. Name different storage devices used by a computer.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

b. Name the key used to type in capital letters.
__________________________________________________________________

c. What is the use of a Polygon tool?
__________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
d. What is notepad?
__________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

e. Which tool is used to draw in curves in MS Paint?
___________________________________________________________________
6. Join the dotted lines to draw a calculator and colour it:

